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Introduction
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In an open economy, to integrate into the international
market requires each country to choose an appropriate
exchange rate mechanism. The selection of the appropriate
exchange rate mechanism will have a huge influence on the
import and export activities and the trade balance of each
country. Especially in the context of the domestic and
international economy today, the study of the exchange rate
is a matter of theoretical significance. Based on the above
issues, the research team decided to choose the topic "
ANALYZING FACTORS AFFECTING EXCHANGE RATE IN VIETNAM IN POST
CRISIS PERIOD”.



Research issues
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Issue 1: What are 

the correlation and 

relationship among 

many economic 

factors: GDP 

growth, inflation, 

FDI, trade balance 

and exchange rate?
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Issue 2: What are 

the impacts of above 

4 macro economic 

factors on exchange 

rate?
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Issue 3: Based on 

above discussion, we 

recommend some 

policies in incoming 

period.
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Methodology and data

Beside, this paper also uses analytical and general data
analysis method to measure and generate comments on the
results, then suggest policies based on these analyses.

In this research, analytical method is used with data
from the economy. It will give us results to suggest
policies for businesses and authorities.

This research paper establishes correlation among
macro economic factors by using an econometric model
to analyze impacts of four macro economic factors such
as: GDP growth, inflation, FDI, trade balance,… on
exchange rate.
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Regression model and main findings  

Scenario 1: Regression model with single variable:
Note: C: constant
Using Eview gives us the below results:

In this section, we will find out the relationship between 4
macro economic factors and exchange rate.

Within the range of 12
observations (2010-
2021) as described in
the above figure,
coefficient 0.0002,
when trade balance
increases, exchange
rate will increase.
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Regression model and main findings  

Scenario 2 - Regression model with 2 variables:
Running Eview gives us below results:

Hence, this equation
shows us exchange rate
has a positive correlation
with trade balance while
negative relation with
FDI. Esp., it is highly
negatively affected by
FDI.
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Regression model and main findings  

Scenario 3 - Regression model with 3 variables: adding
CPI into the above model
Eviews generates below statistical results :

Hence, Y = -387 * FDI + 0.14 *
Tradebalance - 9738*CPI, R2 = 0.74,
The above regression equation
shows us that exchange rate (Y)
has a positive correlation with
Trade balance. But negative
correlation with FDI and CPI.
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Regression model and main findings  

Scenario 4 - regression model with 4 macro variables:
adding GDP growth into the above model:
Eviews presents the below results:

Therefore, Y = -425*FDI + 0.2*Tradebalance - 10026*CPI
+ 4575* G, R2 = 0.75

We find out impacts of 4 macro
variables, with the new factor: G,
shown in the above equation,
exchange rate (Y) has negative
correlation with FDI and CPI,
whereas it has positive
correlation with trade balance,
GDP growth. When FDI increase,
this will increase foreign currency
supply, as a result, exchange rate
will decrease.



Discussion and conclusion
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3
Beside, we can analyze impact of another macro factor, for example, deposit rate
when we add this variable into our regression model of net profit. Furthermore,
we can add public debt increase into our econometric model to measure the
impact of these extra factors on exchangew rate.

1

2
Hence we would suggest the government, SBV, Ministry of Finance, etc.
consider to control inflation and GDP growth more rationally, i.e not increasing
too much.

Through the regression equation with above 4 macroeconomic variables,
this research paper used updated data from 2010-2021 to analyze the
regression equation via Eview in order to show that an increase in GDP
growth and increase in trade balance has a significant impact on
increasing exchange rate, and second is decrease in FDI and CPI.
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THANK YOU


